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ABSTRACT

Near real-time stability and control derivative extraction is required to support flight demonstration of Intelligent Flight Control System (IFCS) concepts being developed by NASA, academia, and industry. Traditionally, flight maneuvers would be designed and flown to obtain stability and control derivative estimates using a postflight analysis technique. The goal of the IFCS concept is to be able to modify the control laws in real time for an aircraft that has been damaged in flight. In some IFCS implementations, real-time parameter identification (PID) of the stability and control derivatives of the damaged aircraft is necessary for successfully reconfiguring the control system. This report investigates the usefulness of Prescribed Simultaneous Independent Surface Excitations (PreSISE) to provide data for rapidly obtaining estimates of the stability and control derivatives. Flight test data were analyzed using both equation-error and output-error PID techniques. The equation-error PID technique is known as Fourier Transform Regression (FTR) and is a frequency-domain real-time implementation. Selected results were compared with a time-domain output-error technique. The real-time equation-error technique combined with the PreSISE maneuvers provided excellent derivative estimation in the longitudinal axis. However, the PreSISE maneuvers as presently defined were not adequate for accurate estimation of the lateral-directional derivatives.

NOMENCLATURE

Acronyms

CG       center of gravity
DCS      Dynamic Cell Structure
FTR      Fourier Transform Regression
IFCS     Intelligent Flight Control System
PID      parameter identification
PreSISE  Prescribed Simultaneous Independent Surface Excitations

Symbols

\[ a_n \] normal acceleration (positive up), \( g \)
\[ a_y \] lateral acceleration (positive toward the right), \( g \)
\[ A \] amplitude parameter of PreSISE definition, deg
\[ b \] wing span, 42.7 ft
\[ c \] reference chord, 15.94 ft
\[ C_l \] rolling-moment coefficient
\[ C_m \] pitching-moment coefficient
\[ C_n \] yawing-moment coefficient
\[ C_N \] normal-force coefficient
$C_Y$ side-force coefficient

g acceleration of gravity, 32.174 ft/sec$^2$

$I_x$ roll moment of inertia, slug-ft$^2$

$I_{xz}$ cross product of inertia, slug-ft$^2$

$I_y$ pitch moment of inertia, slug-ft$^2$

$I_z$ yaw moment of inertia, slug-ft$^2$

$m$ aircraft mass, slug

$M$ Mach number

$p$ roll rate, deg/sec

$q$ pitch rate, deg/sec

$\bar{q}$ dynamic pressure, psf

$r$ yaw rate, deg/sec

$R$ conversion factor, 57.2958 deg/rad

$S$ wing area, 608 ft$^2$

$t$ time, sec

$V$ true airspeed, ft/sec

$X$ vector of regressors with trim value removed

$Y$ force or moment coefficient with trim value removed

$\alpha$ angle of attack, deg

$\beta$ angle of sideslip, deg

$\delta_a$ aileron deflection, deg

$\delta_c$ symmetric canard deflection, deg

$\delta_{dc}$ differential canard deflection, deg

$\delta_{dh}$ differential stabilator deflection, deg

$\delta_e$ elevator (symmetric stabilator) deflection, deg

$\delta_r$ rudder deflection, deg

$\phi$ roll angle, deg

$\theta$ pitch angle, deg

$\xi$ stability and control derivative parameter vector

$\cdot$ time rate of change of a parameter
INTRODUCTION

NASA, industry, and academia are currently developing Intelligent Flight Control System (IFCS) concepts. The goal of IFCS is the ability to modify in real time the flight control system of an aircraft that has been damaged in flight (such as battle damage, weather, or system failure). NASA Dryden Flight Research Center (Edwards, California) has begun flight tests to demonstrate an IFCS approach that includes near real-time estimation of aerodynamic stability and control derivatives. Although not yet implemented on the aircraft, figure 1 shows that in this concept, stability and control derivative estimates are supplied to an adaptive online-learning neural network known as Dynamic Cell Structure (DCS).\(^1\) The DCS continuously chooses a set of stability and control derivatives for the current flight condition and passes that information to a reconfigurable flight control system.

![Figure 1. Schematic of the real-time PID role for IFCS research.](image)

The stability and control derivative estimation process is known as parameter identification (PID) or parameter estimation. This process involves identifying the aerodynamic stability and control characteristics from measured aircraft responses and control-surface movements. Traditionally, control surfaces were moved individually by pilot stick and rudder inputs.\(^2\) With modern highly augmented aircraft, a simple stick or rudder input could result in multiple control-surface actuations that are highly correlated in time and shape. These correlated actuations make the individual control effectiveness values unidentifiable from PID analysis. To solve this problem, previous flight projects have used programmed control-surface inputs run by the aircraft flight control computer in which each control surface was independently actuated in sequence so that all control-surface effectiveness values could be identified.
For an aircraft with multiple control surfaces, this input could take tens of seconds to complete. For the IFCS requirement of rapid derivative identification after some unknown system damage, a new programmed test input was desired that would move all surfaces simultaneously but still independently from each other. Moving the control surfaces simultaneously, but in different ways, makes it possible to collect data for all the control-surface effectiveness values at the same time, instead of having to sequence the inputs, which takes longer. The Prescribed Simultaneous Independent Surface Excitations (PreSISE) were developed to meet this requirement. Sinusoidal inputs were sent to each set of control effectors at different frequencies so that aircraft responses could be correlated to specific control surfaces.

In this report, both output-error and equation-error PID techniques were used to analyze the flight data from the PreSISE inputs. Output-error methods are typically used in postflight analysis by iteratively varying the derivative estimates until time histories from integrated equations of motion fit the measured response time histories. Equation-error techniques do not involve integrating equations of motion but can be thought of as least-square fits to measured data in the equations of motion. Equation error was chosen for real-time implementation since it is not an iterative process resulting from linear dependency of the output on the parameters in the equation being fit. In the equation-error technique detailed in this report, measured aircraft response parameters were used to compute force and moment coefficients. Force and moment derivative estimates were then obtained that minimized the squared error between measured and estimated force and moment coefficients. In particular, a real-time frequency-domain equation-error PID technique was developed to support the future IFCS goal of online real-time parameter identification. This equation-error technique is known as Fourier Transform Regression (FTR). An output-error PID technique in the time domain, known as pEst, was used to compare with FTR.

This report presents results from the flight tests. It details the pros and cons of the PID algorithms and shows the effectiveness of the PreSISE inputs for rapid stability and control derivative identification. Measured flight data from pilot-input maneuvering was used to assess the accuracy of both FTR and pEst estimated derivatives obtained from the PreSISE maneuvers.

AIRCRAFT DESCRIPTION

A pre-production Boeing (St. Louis, Missouri) F-15B airplane that has been highly modified to support various test programs was used for this research. The most visible modification is the inclusion of a set of canards near the pilot station (fig. 2). The canards are a set of modified horizontal stabilators from Boeing’s F-18 aircraft. The purpose of the canard addition was to increase maneuverability and load capability. An additional effect of the canards was to cause the airplane to be statically unstable in the longitudinal axis at most subsonic speeds. The propulsion system consists of two Pratt & Whitney (West Palm Beach, Florida) F100-PW-229 engines, each equipped with an axisymmetric thrust vectoring pitch/yaw balance beam nozzle. The thrust vectoring feature, however, was not used during the flight test detailed in this report.
Control Surfaces

The airplane has five pairs of control surfaces: canards, ailerons, trailing-edge flaps, stabilators, and rudders. Flaps and aileron droop are manually set by the pilot and only used for takeoff and landing configurations. Conventional pitch control is provided by symmetric deflection of the all-moving horizontal stabilators and canards. Roll control uses aileron and differential stabilator. Directional control is provided by rudder and differential canard deflection. The following control-surface deflections definitions have trailing-edge down defined as positive deflections for wing, canard, and stabilator surfaces; and trailing-edge left defined as positive for the rudder surfaces:

Pitch effectors:
\[ \delta_c = 0.5(\delta_{c_{\text{Left}}} + \delta_{c_{\text{Right}}}) \]
\[ \delta_e = 0.5(\delta_{e_{\text{Left}}} + \delta_{e_{\text{Right}}}) \]

Yaw/Roll effectors:
\[ \delta_{dc} = \delta_{c_{\text{Left}}} - \delta_{c_{\text{Right}}} \]
\[ \delta_a = \delta_{a_{\text{Left}}} - \delta_{a_{\text{Right}}} \]
\[ \delta_{dh} = \delta_{\epsilon_{\text{Left}}} - \delta_{\epsilon_{\text{Right}}} \]
\[ \delta_r = 0.5(\delta_{r_{\text{Left}}} + \delta_{r_{\text{Right}}}) \]
For the nominal flight control system, pilot stick and rudder inputs result in high correlation between the symmetric canard and angle of attack ($\alpha$), rudder and differential canard, and differential stabilator and aileron. Figure 3 shows this high correlation in a typical time history from pilot-input doublets. Analysis showed that the symmetric canard and angle of attack were nominally correlated 93 percent, rudder and differential canard were correlated 99 percent, and the differential stabilator and aileron were correlated 100 percent. Given these high levels of correlated inputs, it would be impossible with pilot-input maneuvers to distinguish, for example, between rolling moment generated by the aileron and rolling moment generated by the differential stabilator. Consequently, the complete stability and control derivative set cannot be obtained with pilot-input maneuvers.

![Graph showing correlated data](image)

Figure 3. Doublet time history showing correlated data (Mach 1.2 at 32,000 ft).

**Instrumentation and Data Acquisition**

The F-15 airplane was equipped with a complete set of airdata, inertial, control-surface position, and mass property instrumentation. A research noseboom was installed and calibrated for free-stream pitot-static and flow angle measurements. A research quality inertial instrumentation package consisting of three-axis linear accelerometer and angular rate measurements was installed. Inertial pitch and bank angle measurements were obtained from the aircraft inertial navigation system from the Military Standard 1553 multiplex databus. The data analysis accounted for time latencies associated with the 1553 data. Analog control-surface position measurements were obtained from actuator measurements. Fuel quantity measurements were obtained from the three fuselage and two wing tanks. Fuel measurements were used to compute total airplane weight, center of gravity (CG), and mass moments of inertia. The CG location was used to account for the fact that the linear accelerometer and flow angle instrumentation were not located at the CG and the measurements were affected by airplane angular rates.
Mass properties were averaged over the duration of each maneuver and were assumed constant for PID analysis. Angular accelerations were not measured. The PID algorithms computed angular acceleration from angular rate measurements.

**Aircraft Simulation**

A full six-degree-of-freedom nonlinear batch simulation was used to develop and test the PID algorithms and control-surface inputs used in this study. A linearizer incorporated into the simulation was used to obtain predicted stability and control derivatives at the flight test conditions. These predictions were used as initial guesses for the output-error technique. The simulator was also used to obtain CG and mass moments of inertia based on flight-measured fuel distributions and preflight weight and balance.

**AERODYNAMIC MODEL**

The aerodynamic model to be identified from flight tests consisted of a linear model for the nondimensional force and moment coefficients in terms of partial derivatives with respect to state and control variables. The linear expansions of the longitudinal aerodynamic coefficients are:

\[
C_N = C_{N_b} + C_N \alpha + \frac{c}{2VR} C_N q + C_N \delta_c + C_N \delta_e
\]

(1)

\[
C_m = C_{m_b} + C_m \alpha + \frac{c}{2VR} C_m q + C_m \delta_c + C_m \delta_e
\]

(2)

The moment reference for the nonlinear simulation is at 25.65 percent \( c \), which is at fuselage station 557.2. The coefficient with the subscript “\( b \)” is a linear extrapolation of the angle-of-attack derivative from the average angle of attack of the maneuver to 0° angle of attack. Axial-force coefficients were not used in this analysis since the axial-force derivatives do not significantly affect flying qualities and since it is generally difficult to get good estimates of axial-force derivatives without thrust measurements.

The linear expansions of the lateral-directional aerodynamic coefficients are:

\[
C_Y = C_{Y_b} + C_Y \beta + \frac{b}{2VR} (C_Y p + C_Y r)
\]

+ \( C_Y \delta_r + C_Y \delta_{dc} + C_Y \delta_a + C_Y \delta_{dh} \)

(3)

\[
C_l = C_{l_b} + C_l \beta + \frac{b}{2VR} (C_l p + C_l r)
\]

+ \( C_l \delta_r + C_l \delta_{dc} + C_l \delta_a + C_l \delta_{dh} \)

(4)
\[ C_n = C_{n_b} + C_{n_\beta} \beta + \frac{b}{2VR} (C_{n_p} p + C_{n_r} r) \]
\[ + C_{n_{\delta_r}} \delta_r + C_{n_{\delta_{dc}}} \delta_{dc} + C_{n_{\delta_a}} \delta_a + C_{n_{\delta_{dh}}} \delta_{dh} \]  

The coefficient with the subscript “b” is a linear extrapolation of the angle-of-sideslip derivative from the average angle of sideslip (\(\beta\)) of the maneuver to 0° angle of sideslip. Since the expressions in equations (1)–(5) are really Taylor series expansions, the regressor quantities multiplying each stability and control derivative are actually perturbations from the trim condition.

**METHODS OF ANALYSIS**

This section defines the equation-error and output-error techniques used to obtain the stability and control derivative estimates.

**Equation Error**

Equation-error analysis assumes the measurements of aircraft states and control-surface positions are perfect and that any errors are in the equation (or model) that defines the dynamics. Aircraft nondimensional force and moment coefficients are calculated using measured inertial quantities and the following nonlinear equations:

\[ C_N = a_n \frac{mg}{\bar{q}S} \]  
\[ C_m = \left[ \bar{q}I_y R - (r^2 - p^2)I_{xz} - rp(I_z - I_x) \right] / \bar{q}ScR^2 \]  
\[ C_Y = a_y \frac{mg}{\bar{q}S} \]  
\[ C_l = \left[ \bar{q}I_x R - \dot{r}I_{xz} R - qr(I_y - I_z) - pqI_{xz} \right] / \bar{q}SbR^2 \]  
\[ C_n = \left[ -\bar{q}I_{xz} + \dot{r}_z R - pq(I_x - I_y) + qrI_{xz} \right] / \bar{q}SbR^2 \]

Angular accelerations were not measured in flight but were estimated from angular rate measurements. Since PID involves identifying derivatives and not total forces and moments, trim conditions are subtracted from equations (1)–(5); and with some rearranging, a linear system can be formed for each force and moment coefficient in the form of:

\[ Y(t) = X(t) \xi \]  

where, using the normal force coefficient as an example:
In equation error, a least-squares regression is used to identify the stability and control derivatives in $\xi$ for each force and moment coefficient, from a time history of data. As with any parameter-estimation technique, good results can only be obtained when the measured time histories for the states and controls are not highly correlated.

There are both time-domain and frequency-domain equation-error approaches. For this work, equation error in the frequency domain was used to determine stability and control derivatives. Benefits of working in the frequency domain include the ability to algebraically compute the required angular accelerations (as opposed to numerical differentiation in the time domain), increased robustness to data spikes in the measured time histories, and the ability to compute standard errors in real time. The technique used in this report, originally formulated by Morelli\(^7\) and known as Fourier Transform Regression (FTR), utilized a recursive Fourier transform for real-time analysis as described by Morelli\(^7\) and was coded using MATLAB® routines from the System Identification Programs for Aircraft (SIDPAC) analysis package.\(^10\) The recursive formulation avoided the need to store large amounts of time-history data in memory. Each recursive Fourier transform used in the FTR was a function of all the previous data in the time history being analyzed. In a real-time application, data forgetting as defined by Smith\(^11\) could be used to delete information obtained at previous flight conditions. In this report, the forgetting was not used.

It was important to obtain the Fourier transforms at frequencies of interest to rigid body flight mechanics. For the F-15 analysis, 61 discrete frequencies were used from 0.1 Hz to 2.5 Hz at 0.04 Hz increments. Confining the data analysis to the frequency band where the system dynamics reside automatically filters out such things as the structural response modes that are typically outside of the frequency band of interest.\(^7\)

### Output Error

For output-error PID, the vehicle system was modeled with a vector set of dynamic equations of motion. The equations of motion were derived from a general system of nine coupled nonlinear differential equations that describe the aircraft motion.\(^6\) These equations assume a rigid vehicle and a flat, nonrotating earth. The time rate of change of mass and inertia was assumed negligible. For output-error stability and control derivative estimation, it was assumed that there is no state noise but that there is measurement (i.e., response) noise. The output-error cost function consists of a weighted least-squares measure of the agreement between the computed model response and the airplane measured response.
The F-15 configuration studied here, like most aircraft, is nearly symmetric about the $x-z$ plane. This symmetry is used, along with small angle approximations, to simplify the coupled nonlinear equations of motion into two largely independent sets of equations describing the longitudinal and lateral-directional motions of the aircraft. Angle of attack, pitch rate, and pitch-attitude state equations were used in the longitudinal analysis. The longitudinal response equations included angle of attack, pitch rate, pitch attitude, and normal acceleration. Angle of sideslip, roll rate, yaw rate, and bank-angle state equations were used in the lateral-directional analysis. The lateral-directional response equations included angle of sideslip, roll rate, yaw rate, bank angle, and lateral acceleration. Use of these state and response equations enabled the estimation of all the stability and control derivatives in equations (1)–(5).

For this analysis, a time-domain output-error technique implemented in the pEst program was used. An iterative approach was used to vary the stability and control derivatives until the cost function quantifying the match between model and measured outputs, as described by Murray, was minimized.

The estimator also provides a measure of the reliability of each estimate based on the information obtained from each dynamic maneuver. This measure of reliability is called the Cramér-Rao bound. In practice, the Cramér-Rao bound is used as a measure of relative, not absolute, accuracy. A large Cramér-Rao bound indicates poor information in the data for the derivative estimate.

**MANEUVER DESIGN**

Good PID maneuver design is important for accurately identifying stability and control derivatives from flight test data. A good experiment design must take into account practical constraints during the flight test while obtaining significant information content in the flight data. Obtaining good information content requires exciting the system modes so that the sensitivity of the model outputs to the state and control parameters are high and correlations among the parameters are low. As stated previously, pilot inputs result in highly correlated states and controls due to the design of the control system. Therefore, a pilot-activated programmed test input that independently moved each control surface was required in order to estimate a complete stability and control derivative set.

For the IFCS application, there was an additional requirement that all the derivatives be computed as quickly as possible, which required moving all the surfaces simultaneously in a prescribed manner that would result in the desired parameter identifiability. The PreSISE were designed to meet these real-time PID objectives. The PreSISE maneuvers used stacked sine wave signals to command the control surfaces. To obtain independence, different frequencies were used for the symmetric canard, symmetric stabilator, differential canard, aileron, rudder, and differential stabilator commands. The following equation shows the control surface commands used:

$$\delta_{cmd} = A[\sin(0.625\pi B_1 t) + \sin(0.625\pi B_2 t)]$$

where $A$ is the amplitude and $B_1$ and $B_2$ define the frequencies at which each control surface is actuated.

Table 1 shows the parameters used for this experiment.
The PreSISE commands were added to the commands generated by the flight control system. The amplitude, $A$, was set the same for each surface and had values of 0.2, 0.4, and 0.8 deg, which resulted in naming the PreSISE maneuvers as small, medium, and large, respectively. The PreSISE programmed test inputs were hard coded into the flight control computer and initiated by the pilot at each test condition. Table 2 lists three flight test conditions for this experiment. Figure 4 shows an example of a large ($A = 0.8°$) PreSISE input at Mach 0.75 and an altitude of 20,000 ft.

This analysis also used pilot-input doublets. Although not all derivatives could be obtained from a doublet maneuver due to nonindependence of all controls and states, these maneuvers were still useful for evaluating results obtained from the PreSISE inputs. Typically, the pilot-input pitch doublets would generate approximately the same magnitude angle of attack, pitch rate, and normal acceleration as a large PreSISE maneuver. However, the pilot-input roll/yaw doublets would typically have larger angle of sideslip, roll and yaw rates, and lateral accelerations than the large PreSISE maneuver.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Surface</th>
<th>$B_1$</th>
<th>$B_2$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Symmetric stabilator, $\delta_e$</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Symmetric canard, $\delta_c$</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Differential stabilator, $\delta_{dh}$</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aileron, $\delta_a$</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rudder, $\delta_r$</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Differential canard, $\delta_{dc}$</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test condition</th>
<th>Mach</th>
<th>Pressure altitude, ft</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>20,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>25,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>32,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 4. Time history of a large PreSISE maneuver (Mach 0.75 at 20,000 ft).
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

This report presents stability and control derivative results from PreSISE and doublet maneuvers. Each of the three prescribed PreSISE maneuvers were flown three times at each of the three flight test conditions, comprising a total of 27 PreSISE maneuvers that were analyzed. Also, pilot-input longitudinal and lateral-directional doublets were flown at each test condition. This section of the report will show and compare typical results from FTR and pEst analysis. For each derivative, the ordinate axis of the plot will show the range of values presented. All parameter-estimation results, including those from the real-time FTR implementation, were obtained in postflight analysis. It should be noted, however, that the FTR computation requirements were shown to be within the capabilities of the research flight computer planned to be used in a future onboard FTR implementation.11 Also, as a means to validate the flight-estimated results, measured force and moment coefficient time histories will be compared with time histories based on estimated derivatives.

The longitudinal and lateral-directional results will be discussed separately. For pEst analysis of the PreSISE maneuvers, the longitudinal and lateral-directional equations were decoupled and analyzed separately since a formulation with all five coupled state equations showed poor results. This may have been a result of too many parameters being estimated from the data, resulting in convergence difficulties.

LONGITUDINAL AERODYNAMICS

This section presents results from normal-force and pitching-moment coefficient derivatives. These include FTR and pEst analysis of PreSISE and doublet maneuvers.

FTR Results

The FTR real-time equation-error technique was used to calculate all 29 stability and control derivatives listed in equations (1)–(5) from the PreSISE maneuvers. Figures 5 and 6 show longitudinal stability and control derivatives from a large amplitude ($A = 0.8^\circ$) PreSISE maneuver at Mach 0.75 and an altitude of 20,000 ft. Each time history includes 2 sec of data before activating the PreSISE maneuver, 15 sec of the PreSISE inputs, and 10 sec following the completion of PreSISE.

Figure 5 shows normal-force coefficient derivatives. Figure 5(a) shows the normal-force derivative due to angle of attack, $C_{N_{\alpha}}$. The solid line represents the FTR derivative estimate as a function of time. No prior information on estimates or standard errors were provided to the FTR technique at the start of the maneuver. The dashed line is the predicted derivative value from the linearized aerodynamic model. It was necessary to develop a scheme to identify when the FTR derivative estimates were considered valid so that they could be used by the research flight control system. The current criteria used to declare valid estimates is explained by Smith.11 The circles in figure 5(a) indicate that the FTR code has output a derivative estimate that has been deemed valid according to the validity criteria. For the PreSISE maneuvers, the primary validity criteria was that the standard error be less than a predefined value. Table 3 shows the standard-error values used in the validity checker.
Table 3. Standard-error limits for the validity checker for each estimated derivative.

| $C_{N_{\alpha}}$ | 0.0017 deg$^{-1}$ | $C_{Y_{\beta}}$ | 0.0015 deg$^{-1}$ | $C_{l_{\beta}}$ | 0.0004 deg$^{-1}$ | $C_{n_{\beta}}$ | 0.0005 deg$^{-1}$ |
| $C_{N_{q}}$ | 1 rad$^{-1}$ | $C_{Y_{p}}$ | 0.1 rad$^{-1}$ | $C_{l_{p}}$ | 0.07 rad$^{-1}$ | $C_{n_{p}}$ | 0.04 rad$^{-1}$ |
| $C_{N_{\delta c}}$ | 0.0010 deg$^{-1}$ | $C_{Y_{r}}$ | 0.5 rad$^{-1}$ | $C_{l_{r}}$ | 0.09 rad$^{-1}$ | $C_{n_{r}}$ | 0.15 rad$^{-1}$ |
| $C_{N_{\delta e}}$ | 0.009 deg$^{-1}$ | $C_{Y_{\delta c}}$ | 0.0004 deg$^{-1}$ | $C_{l_{\delta c}}$ | 0.0002 deg$^{-1}$ | $C_{n_{\delta c}}$ | 0.0004 deg$^{-1}$ |
| $C_{m_{\alpha}}$ | 0.0012 deg$^{-1}$ | $C_{Y_{\delta r}}$ | 0.0004 deg$^{-1}$ | $C_{l_{\delta r}}$ | 0.0001 deg$^{-1}$ | $C_{n_{\delta r}}$ | 0.0003 deg$^{-1}$ |
| $C_{m_{q}}$ | 0.72 rad$^{-1}$ | $C_{Y_{\delta dc}}$ | 0.0001 deg$^{-1}$ | $C_{l_{\delta dc}}$ | 0.0001 deg$^{-1}$ | $C_{n_{\delta dc}}$ | 0.0004 deg$^{-1}$ |
| $C_{m_{\delta c}}$ | 0.0012 deg$^{-1}$ | $C_{Y_{\delta dh}}$ | 0.0003 deg$^{-1}$ | $C_{l_{\delta dh}}$ | 0.0001 deg$^{-1}$ | $C_{n_{\delta dh}}$ | 0.0003 deg$^{-1}$ |
From figure 5(a), it can be seen that the converged final answer is obtained approximately 4 sec into the start of the PreSISE input. The standard-error validity checker did validate estimates before convergence. The normal-force pitch-rate derivative also converged to a final solution about 4 sec into the PreSISE maneuver (fig. 5(c)). The control derivatives (figs. 5(d) and (e)) showed that the derivatives continued to converge to the final solution throughout the PreSISE maneuver. The flight-determined normal force due to symmetric canard agreed well with the linearized aerodynamic model, whereas the normal force due to symmetric stabilator was less than predicted.

Figure 6 shows pitching-moment coefficient derivatives. Figure 6(a) shows the longitudinal stability derivative, $C_{m_\alpha}$, and figure 6(b) shows the standard-error values from the FTR $C_{m_\alpha}$ estimation. As observed in figure 6(a), the validity checker began showing valid estimates within 1 sec of the maneuver start. However, it actually took about 4 sec from the start of the PreSISE inputs for the estimates to converge near the final value. The early valid indications before actual convergence show a need for an improved validity checker. The estimates continued to change slightly during the remaining portion of the PreSISE inputs, but then achieved a steady-state value after the PreSISE inputs were completed. Similarly, the standard error reached a steady-state value after the PreSISE inputs were completed. It should be noted that for this flight condition, the flight-determined $C_{m_\alpha}$ value was significantly different than the predicted value obtained from an aerodynamic model generated primarily by wind-tunnel tests. Previous flight data for this aircraft with square engine nozzles has also shown similar differences between flight and predicted $C_{m_\alpha}$. Figure 6(c) shows results from the estimation of the pitching-moment damping derivative, $C_{m_q}$. The estimates varied significantly during the PreSISE inputs (as did the standard-error value that is not shown). During the PreSISE inputs, the standard-error validity checker worked well at validating estimates that were near the final value and invalidating estimates that were significantly different. Figures 6(d) and (e) show the FTR estimates of the pitching-moment effectiveness due to symmetric canards and stabilators, respectively. The estimates were similar to the $C_{m_\alpha}$ results in that the estimates converged quickly, showed slight variations during the PreSISE inputs, and maintained a steady-state value after the inputs were completed. Flight results showed lower effectiveness of the symmetric canard and symmetric stabilator than predicted.

The FTR analysis is essentially a least-squares fit of the force and moment coefficients in the frequency domain. Frequency response plots of the measured normal-force and pitching-moment coefficients were obtained at the 61 discrete frequencies used in this analysis. FTR estimated the force and moment stability and control derivatives that minimized the difference between the estimated and measured Fourier transform data for the force and moment coefficients. Figures 7 and 8 show the fits obtained using FTR for the magnitude and phase plots of normal-force and pitching-moment coefficients, respectively. As seen in figures 7 and 8, the frequency response plots show an excellent fit for magnitude at all frequencies and a very good fit of the phase angle up to 1.5 Hz. The apparent phase angle fit error at 0.46 Hz in figure 8 is simply due to the fact that the phase angle is near 180°. The phase angle fit at 0.74 Hz is not great, but it can be seen that the magnitude at that frequency is very near zero. The peaks in the magnitude plots clearly show the four frequencies at which the symmetric canard and stabilator PreSISE inputs were defined. Above 1.5 Hz, the lack of a good fit results from the fact that there were no longitudinal PreSISE inputs at those higher frequencies and therefore no usable information content in the data.
pEst Results

The pEst output-error time-domain technique was also used to analyze the PreSISE maneuvers. In the pEst technique, the state equations of motion are integrated and the unknown stability and control parameters are changed iteratively until the estimated response time histories match the measured response time histories in a weighted least-squares sense, within the specified tolerance. For this analysis, only longitudinal equations of motion were used. Figure 9 shows the longitudinal response time histories for the same PreSISE maneuver (Mach 0.75 and an altitude of 20,000 ft) analyzed using FTR in the aforementioned section. At this subsonic Mach number, the aircraft is longitudinally unstable. This required the use of pitch-rate feedback to stabilize the integrations in pEst. Use of the feedback gain resulted in a solution that is a blended mix of output error and equation error with higher gains more closely representing an equation-error solution. Since the output-error solution was desired, effort was made to use the minimum amount of feedback without significantly affecting the response time histories. Typically a feedback gain of 0.4 or less was required. For figure 9, a feedback gain of 0.1 was used. Figure 9 shows excellent agreements were obtained between the estimated response time histories and the measured values.

Pilot-input doublets were also flown at the three test conditions in order to compare results with the PreSISE maneuvers. In the longitudinal axis, symmetric canard is highly correlated to angle of attack. Therefore, symmetric canard derivatives were not estimated in the pEst analysis. Solutions from pEst were obtained in two ways. In one case, the canard derivatives were set equal to predicted aerodynamic model values from the wind-tunnel data in the simulation. In a second case, the canard derivatives were set to the values estimated from pEst analysis of the PreSISE maneuvers. Excellent agreement was obtained between the measured response time histories and the pEst time histories for both cases. Figure 10 shows this agreement for a doublet flown at Mach 0.75 and an altitude of 20,000 ft with the symmetric canard values set equal to the value obtained from the pEst analysis of the PreSISE maneuvers. In general, the fit is excellent. The worst fit is for angle of attack. Of the four longitudinal response parameters, however, angle of attack is the most difficult to measure and therefore has a reduced weighting in the pEst analysis.
Comparison of FTR and pEst Results

Figures 11 and 12 show normal-force and pitching-moment derivative results from FTR and pEst analysis of PreSISE and doublet maneuvers for the test condition of Mach 0.75 and an altitude of 20,000 ft. At this test condition, three each of the small, medium, and large PreSISE inputs and three pilot-input pitch doublets were flown. In figures 11 and 12, the small, medium, and large PreSISE inputs and the doublets are grouped separately for easy comparison. All moment derivatives shown in figure 12 are referenced to the aerodynamic model moment reference (25.65-percent reference chord). The FTR results were obtained by averaging all the valid FTR outputs from the maneuver. The recursive FTR analysis generated outputs at 10 Hz. The error bars on the FTR results represent the calculated standard error, and the error bars on the pEst results were determined by multiplying the Cramér-Rao bounds by a factor of five.6

Figure 11 shows the normal-force derivatives. The circle symbols represent the FTR analysis of the PreSISE maneuvers and the asterisk symbols represent the pEst analysis of the PreSISE maneuvers. Figure 11(a) shows the symmetric canard derivative estimate. This derivative was only estimated from the PreSISE maneuvers. FTR and pEst analysis showed the $C_{N\delta_c}$ estimates very near the predicted value with some scatter. The scatter was minimal for the large PreSISE maneuvers (with the exception of the pEst result from the first of the three maneuvers). Since the derivative estimated from the PreSISE maneuvers agreed with the prediction, the doublet analysis using pEst was only done using the predicted $C_{N\delta_c}$ derivative. The square symbols shown in figures 11(b–d) are results from the pEst analysis of the doublet maneuvers using the aerodynamic model prediction of $C_{N\delta_c}$ for the analysis.
Figure 11(b) shows good agreement exists between the FTR and pEst estimates of the normal-force angle-of-attack derivative from PreSISE maneuvers. The size of the maneuver did not significantly affect the results, although standard errors are slightly smaller for the large PreSISE maneuvers. The doublet analysis agreed with the analysis from the PreSISE maneuvers. The pitch-rate derivative, $C_{Nq}$, in figure 11(c) shows a difference between FTR and pEst analysis of the PreSISE maneuvers. The standard errors became generally smaller with the larger PreSISE inputs. Figure 11(d) shows the symmetric stabilator derivative results. For this case, the size of the PreSISE inputs affected the derivative estimates. The large PreSISE inputs agreed well with the pEst results and generally had smaller standard errors. The doublet analysis also showed results consistent with the large PreSISE maneuvers.

Figure 12 shows the pitching-moment derivatives. Figure 12(a) shows the pitching moment due to symmetric canard. FTR and pEst results of the PreSISE maneuvers agreed well, independent of the size of the maneuver. These results showed lower pitching-moment effectiveness than predicted. Consequently, the pEst analysis of the doublets was done using the predicted $C_{m\delta_c}$ values represented by the square symbols and the $C_{m\delta_c}$ values estimated from the PreSISE maneuvers represented by...
the $x$ symbols. Figure 12(b) shows the estimated longitudinal stability derivative, $C_{m\alpha}$. At this flight condition, the $C_{m\alpha}$ values are positive since the airplane is longitudinally unstable. FTR and pEst analysis of the PreSISE maneuvers show excellent agreement in estimating $C_{m\alpha}$ and show a value significantly less than predicted. The analysis of the doublet maneuvers shows good agreement with the PreSISE results, although the pEst analysis of the doublets using the estimate of the $C_{m\delta}$ from the PreSISE maneuvers ($x$ symbols) is noticeably less than the FTR estimated $C_{m\alpha}$ (circle symbols). Figure 12(c) shows the pitch damping derivative, $C_{mq}$. For this derivative, the large PreSISE maneuvers showed good agreement with the predicted value (especially using the pEst analysis). FTR results for the small maneuver are not shown since the results never passed the validity checker. The results from the pitch doublets agreed well with the results from the large PreSISE maneuvers. Figure 12(d) shows the symmetric stabilator pitch effectiveness results. The size of the PreSISE maneuver does affect the estimate for both FTR and pEst analysis. Although absolute derivative values are not shown in the plots, the results from the doublets and large PreSISE maneuvers agree reasonably well with each other and the prediction. The doublets, however, consistently show slightly more stabilator pitching-moment effectiveness than estimated from the PreSISE maneuvers.

Figure 13 shows data results for $C_{m\alpha}$ for Mach 0.9 and an altitude of 25,000 ft, and in figure 14 for Mach 1.2 and an altitude of 32,000 ft. It is clearly evident in figure 14 that using the symmetric canard derivatives obtained from the PreSISE maneuvers in the pEst analysis of the doublets results in better agreement with $C_{m\alpha}$ derivative pEst estimates from PreSISE maneuvers.

Figure 13. FTR and pEst estimates (Mach 0.9 at 25,000 ft).

Figure 14. FTR and pEst estimates (Mach 1.2 at 32,000 ft).
A pilot-input pitch-doublet maneuver was used to assess the accuracy of the parameter-estimation results. Figure 15 shows results from a pitch-doublet maneuver at Mach 0.75 and an altitude of 20,000 ft that was not used in determining derivative estimates. For this analysis, the estimated longitudinal stability and control derivatives were used in equations (1) and (2) to obtain normal-force and pitching-moment coefficients, respectively. These values were then compared with the measured coefficient values obtained from equations (6) and (7). To compare results, the trim values were removed as the bias terms in equations (1) and (2) were not estimated in the PID analysis. Figure 15(a) shows the normal-force coefficient and figure 15(b) shows the pitching-moment coefficient. The solid line represents the measured value, the dashed line is the coefficient time histories using the derivatives estimated from FTR analysis of the large PreSISE maneuvers, and the dash-dot line was obtained using the preflight predicted aerodynamic model for the aircraft (coefficient time histories representing the pEst analysis of PreSISE and doublet maneuvers are not shown in order to simplify the plots, but agree well with the time histories from the FTR analysis). The normal-force coefficient plots in figure 15(a) show good agreement between the measured and FTR estimated coefficient. The predicted aerodynamic model did show slight overshoots during the doublet maneuver. The pitching-moment coefficient plots in figure 15(b) also show very good agreement between the measured and FTR estimated value. Again, the predicted aerodynamic model shows the most error when compared with the measured value indicating that the FTR analysis of the PreSISE maneuvers resulted in improved longitudinal derivatives as compared to the predicted values. Recall from figures 5 and 6 that there were some significant differences between the predicted and estimated longitudinal stability and control derivatives. Figure 15 demonstrates the adequacy of the FTR PID approach to obtaining longitudinal derivatives from the large PreSISE maneuvers. The medium and small PreSISE maneuvers were less successful, but still gave reasonably good results, as evidenced from the comparisons in figures 11 and 12.

Figure 15. Longitudinal force and moment coefficients from a doublet maneuver (Mach 0.75 at 20,000 ft).
LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL AERODYNAMICS

This section presents results from side-force, rolling-moment, and yawing-moment coefficient derivatives. These include FTR and pEst analysis of PreSISE and doublet maneuvers.

FTR Results

Figures 16–18 show lateral-directional stability and control derivatives from a large amplitude PreSISE maneuver at Mach 0.75 and an altitude of 20,000 ft. These results are from the same PreSISE maneuver analyzed in the previous longitudinal aerodynamics section. Each time history includes 2 sec of data before activating the PreSISE maneuver, 15 sec of the PreSISE inputs, and 10 sec following the completion of PreSISE.

Figure 16 shows the FTR estimated side-force derivatives. All the derivative estimates converged to a validated solution within approximately 5 sec of the start of the PreSISE inputs. Figure 17 shows the rolling-moment derivatives. The dihedral effect parameter, $C_{l_{p}}$, in figure 17(a) converged within approximately 3 sec of starting the PreSISE inputs. As in the longitudinal cases, the derivative estimate varies slightly during the 15 sec PreSISE input before achieving a steady-state value after the inputs are complete. In this case, the final value did drift slightly and showed a less negative value than predicted. Figures 17(b) and (c) show fairly rapid convergence of the dynamic derivatives; however, the current validity checker did not validate the $C_{l_{p}}$ estimate except for a few early estimates which were not the converged answer. This lack of validation again highlights a need to improve the accuracy and robustness of the validity criteria. The rolling-moment control derivatives all converged rapidly (figs. 17(d–g)) with the rudder derivative showing the most variation during the PreSISE inputs. The estimates showed that the rudder effectiveness was predicted well by the aerodynamic model, whereas the effectiveness of differential canard, aileron, and differential stabilator were all slightly underpredicted.

Figure 18 shows the yawing-moment derivatives. The directional stability derivative, $C_{n_{q}}$, in figure 18(a) converged rapidly to the predicted level. Figure 18(b) shows the yawing moment due to roll-rate derivative estimate drift during the PreSISE inputs to a steady-state value after the inputs were completed. The yawing-moment control derivatives shown in figures 18(d–g) all converged to a validated solution. The most significant control derivative, $C_{n_{r}}$, showed slightly less effectiveness than predicted.

Frequency response plots of the measured side-force, rolling-moment, and yawing-moment coefficients were obtained at the 61 discrete frequencies used in this analysis. Figures 19–21 show the frequency response plots from measured and FTR estimated side-force and rolling- and yawing-moment coefficients. The frequency response plots for side force in figure 19 show an excellent fit of the magnitude at all frequencies, with the small exception near 1.9 Hz. The phase angle plots show good fits up to approximately 1.7 Hz (the apparent problem near 0.4 Hz is due to plotting values near ±180°). The frequency response plots for rolling moment in figure 20 are good, but problems exist at the lower frequencies. Good fits are achieved at frequencies corresponding to aileron and differential stabilator that are the primary roll effectors. The magnitude fit for the yawing-moment frequency response plot in figure 21 is excellent, but there are problems with the phase angle plots at frequencies below 0.5 Hz and above 1.9 Hz. The best fit of the yawing-moment frequency response occurs at approximately 0.94 Hz that corresponds to the rudder input, which is the primary yaw effector.
Figure 16. FTR estimates of side-force derivatives from a large PreSISE maneuver (Mach 0.75 at 20,000 ft).

Figure 17. FTR estimates of rolling-moment derivatives from a large PreSISE maneuver (Mach 0.75 at 20,000 ft).
Figure 18. FTR estimates of yawing-moment derivatives from a large PreSISE maneuver (Mach 0.75 at 20,000 ft).
Figure 19. Side-force coefficient frequency response from a large PreSISE maneuver (Mach 0.75 at 20,000 ft).

Figure 20. Rolling-moment coefficient frequency response from a large PreSISE maneuver (Mach 0.75 at 20,000 ft).

Figure 21. Yawing-moment coefficient frequency response from a large PreSISE maneuver (Mach 0.75 at 20,000 ft).
pEst Results

As done previously for the longitudinal analysis, pEst was also used to analyze lateral-directional aerodynamics from the PreSISE maneuvers. For this analysis, only lateral-direction equations of motion were used. Figure 22 shows the lateral-directional response time histories for the same PreSISE maneuver (Mach 0.75 and an altitude of 20,000 ft) analyzed using FTR. Unlike the longitudinal pEst response time histories in figure 9, the lateral-directional analysis does not show good agreements between the estimated and measured response time histories. The yaw rate fit is very good; however, the very important lateral acceleration fit is very poor.

This poor fit may be a result of the fact that significant longitudinal motions were a part of the PreSISE maneuvers. Using a coupled longitudinal and lateral-directional pEst analysis did not improve the results. Consequently, this report will not present lateral-directional pEst results from the PreSISE maneuvers. Pilot-input lateral-directional doublet maneuvers, however, were successfully analyzed with pEst to compare with the FTR analysis of the PreSISE maneuvers. As stated previously, in the lateral-directional axes, aileron and differential stabilator were highly correlated as were rudder and differential canard. In the doublet analysis, it was chosen not to estimate aileron and differential canard derivatives. As in the longitudinal analysis, solutions from the pEst doublet analysis were obtained in two ways. In one technique, the aileron and differential canard derivatives were set equal to aerodynamic model values. In the second technique, the aileron and differential canard derivatives were set to the values predicted by FTR analysis of the PreSISE maneuvers. Excellent agreement was obtained between the measured response time histories and the measured pEst time histories using both techniques. Figure 23 shows this agreement for a doublet flown at Mach 0.75 and an altitude of 20,000 ft with the aileron and canard values set equal to the value obtained from the PreSISE FTR analysis. A comparison of figures 22 and 23 shows that the aircraft responses to the doublets are considerably larger and lower frequency than the responses to the large PreSISE maneuver. These slower, larger responses and the prior information on some of the parameters are likely reasons that the pEst fits were better for the doublet maneuvers.
Comparison of FTR PreSISE and pEst Doublet Results

Figures 24–26 show side-force and rolling- and yawing-moment derivative results from FTR analysis of the PreSISE maneuvers and pEst analysis of doublet maneuvers for the test condition of Mach 0.75 and an altitude of 20,000 ft. Three each of the small, medium, and larger PreSISE inputs and three pilot-input pitch doublets were analyzed. All moment derivatives in figures 25 and 26 are referenced to the aerodynamic model moment reference.

Figure 24 shows the side-force derivatives. The circle symbols represent the FTR analysis of the PreSISE maneuvers. In general, the FTR analysis showed consistent results irrespective of the size of the inputs for each of the estimated derivatives. The FTR estimates of \( C_{Y_{\delta_{a}}} \) (fig. 24(b)) were only considered valid for the large PreSISE maneuvers due to large standard errors. The aileron, rudder, and differential stabilator derivative estimates showed good agreement with predictions. The pEst analysis of the doublet maneuvers generally confirmed the FTR results. The use of the FTR-determined differential canard derivative in the pEst analysis brought the rudder derivative estimate into better agreement with the FTR results from the PreSISE maneuvers (fig. 24(f)).

Figure 25 shows the rolling-moment derivative estimates. The size of the PreSISE maneuver did affect the FTR results as can be clearly seen in the aileron and differential stabilator derivative estimates. In the case of the aileron derivatives, valid FTR estimates were only obtained from the large PreSISE maneuvers (fig. 25(b)). The pEst analysis of the doublet maneuvers showed good repeatability and typically good agreement with the predicted derivatives, with the exception of the rudder derivative (fig. 25(f)). Use of the FTR estimates of differential canard and aileron derivatives in the pEst analysis of the doublet maneuver did not result in improved agreement with the FTR results from the PreSISE maneuvers (fig. 24(f)).

Figure 26 shows the yawing-moment derivative estimates. The FTR analysis of the PreSISE maneuvers showed significantly different \( C_{n_{\delta_{dc}}} \) and \( C_{n_{\delta_{a}}} \) estimates compared with the predictions (figs. 26(a) and (b)). The FTR estimate of \( C_{n_{\delta_{a}}} \) showed similar results irrespective of the maneuver size and agreed reasonably well with the prediction (fig. 26(c)). The pEst analysis of the doublet maneuvers showed some interesting results. The sideslip and rate derivatives showed results that agreed reasonably well with the FTR results and the predictions. The control derivative estimates, however, showed significantly different results depending on whether the predicted or FTR-determined estimates of differential canard and aileron derivatives were used. Figure 26(f) shows that the rudder derivative estimated using pEst with predicted \( \delta_{a} \) and \( \delta_{dc} \) derivatives agreed much better with FTR PreSISE results than using \( \delta_{a} \) and \( \delta_{dc} \) derivatives from FTR analysis. Similar results were seen for \( C_{n_{\delta_{dh}}} \) estimates from the doublet maneuvers. These large differences cast doubts on the usability of the PreSISE maneuvers in estimating accurate yawing-moment derivatives.
| Figure 24. FTR and pEst side-force derivative estimates (Mach 0.75 at 20,000 ft). |
| Figure 25. FTR and pEst rolling-moment derivative estimates (Mach 0.75 at 20,000 ft). |
Figure 26. FTR and pEst yawing-moment derivative estimates (Mach 0.75 at 20,000 ft).
Comparison With Flight Data

A pilot-input yaw/roll doublet maneuver was used to assess the accuracy of the parameter-estimation results. Figure 27 shows results from a yaw doublet immediately followed by a roll doublet at Mach 0.75 and an altitude of 20,000 ft. This particular maneuver was not used in determining derivative estimates. Estimated lateral-directional stability and control derivatives were used in equations (3)–(5) to obtain side-force, rolling-moment, and yawing-moment coefficients, respectively. These values were then compared with the measured coefficient values obtained from equations (8)–(10). To compare results, the trim values were removed as the bias terms in equations (3)–(5) were not estimated in the PID analysis. The solid line in figure 27 represents the measured value, the dashed line is the coefficient estimates using the derivatives estimated from FTR analysis of the large PreSISE maneuvers, the dash-dot line is the coefficient estimates using the derivatives estimated from pEst analysis of the doublet maneuvers with aerodynamic model predictions for the nonestimated differential canard and aileron derivatives, and the dash-dot-dot line was obtained using the preflight predicted aerodynamic model for the aircraft. Figure 27(a) shows the side-force coefficient plots. Good agreement is seen between the measured and estimated coefficient time histories. Figure 27(b) shows the rolling-moment coefficient plots. In this case, the largest errors are for the time histories based on FTR analysis of the PreSISE maneuvers. The time history resulting from pEst analysis of the doublet maneuvers resulted in good agreement with the measured time history. Figure 27(c) shows the yawing-moment coefficient plots. The largest errors were again related to the FTR analysis of the PreSISE maneuvers. The pEst analysis of the doublet maneuvers resulted in time histories that agreed well with the measured time history. In general, figure 27 indicates inaccuracies in the FTR analysis of the PreSISE maneuvers. It is concluded that the PreSISE maneuvers are not adequate for accurate lateral-directional derivative estimation. Uncertainty exists regarding the actual problem, but it could be that the amplitude of the maneuvers was too small or the frequency content was too little or both occurred. Morelli has proposed an optimization scheme to improve the PreSISE input for better stability and control derivative estimation without requiring larger amplitude inputs. Future flight tests are required to validate this technique.

Figure 27. Lateral-directional force and moment coefficients from a doublet maneuver (Mach 0.75 at 20,000 ft).
CONCLUDING REMARKS

Near real-time onboard stability and control derivative extraction is required to support the flight demonstration of an Intelligent Flight Control System (IFCS) concept developed by NASA, academia, and industry. The goal of the IFCS program is the ability to modify in real time the control laws for an aircraft that has been damaged in flight (such as battle damage, weather, or system failure). Initial flight tests have been conducted to assess the accuracy and robustness of a proposed onboard real-time implementation of a stability and control parameter identification technique. A new control-surface excitation technique known as Prescribed Simultaneous Independent Surface Excitation (PreSISE) was utilized for this study to accommodate the real-time requirements. The PreSISE maneuver consisted of the flight computer commanding all surfaces simultaneously with sinusoidal motions at unique frequencies for each control surface to reduce correlations between control surfaces and aircraft states. These correlations can be high for pilot-input maneuvers as a result of actions of the control system.

This report presents results from flight tests of the PreSISE inputs and from pilot-input doublet maneuvers. Tests were conducted at subsonic, transonic, and supersonic conditions. Both equation-error and output-error parameter-estimation techniques were utilized to obtain aerodynamic stability and control derivatives from the maneuvers. The equation-error technique, known as Fourier Transform Regression (FTR), estimates derivatives in the frequency domain and was developed for future on-aircraft real-time implementation. The output-error technique, known as pEst, estimates derivatives in the time domain and was run in a postflight batch mode.

Longitudinal aerodynamic analysis included estimating normal-force and pitching-moment derivatives. The FTR analysis of the PreSISE maneuvers was shown to converge rapidly (usually within 5 sec) and accurately when compared to pEst results using both PreSISE and doublet maneuvers. Three different amplitudes of surface excitations were tested using the PreSISE technique. For some derivatives, the smaller amplitude maneuvers were not adequate for accurate identification. Because of a high correlation between angle of attack and symmetric canard, the symmetric canard derivative was not estimated from the doublet maneuvers. Using the PreSISE-determined canard derivatives in the pEst doublet analysis, however, resulted in generally good agreement between PreSISE and doublet derivative estimation and especially at the supersonic test condition. Comparison of normal-force and pitching-moment coefficient time histories using estimated derivatives with the flight-measured coefficient time histories was excellent and showed a slight improvement over using the predicted aerodynamic model derivatives. This demonstrated good accuracy of the longitudinal FTR analysis of the large PreSISE maneuvers.

Use of the PreSISE maneuvers for lateral-directional stability and control derivative estimation was less effective than the longitudinal analysis. In the lateral-directional axes, side-force, rolling-moment, and yawing-moment derivatives were estimated from flight data. In general, the FTR analysis was able to obtain a converged solution from the PreSISE maneuvers. The larger maneuvers would typically result in quicker (and more accurate) convergence. The pEst analysis, however, showed that it was difficult to get good fits of the response time histories from the PreSISE maneuvers; and therefore, pEst results were not used in this analysis. It was suspected that the poor fits in the pEst analysis of the PreSISE maneuvers were a result of small aircraft responses with consequent low data information content and possibly coupled longitudinal inputs in the maneuver. The pEst analysis, however, was useful for analyzing pilot-input doublet maneuvers. Results from the doublets were very consistent among multiple maneuvers. In the lateral-directional axes, the aileron and differential stabilator were highly correlated as
were the rudder and differential canard. Consequently, differential canard and aileron derivatives were not estimated from the pilot-input doublet maneuvers. Use of the PreSISE-estimated differential canard and aileron derivatives to improve the doublet analysis was only successful for a few derivatives. Comparison of side-force, rolling-moment, and yawing-moment coefficient time histories from estimated derivatives with the flight measured coefficient time histories showed decent results, but also demonstrated inaccuracies in the FTR analysis of the PreSISE maneuvers. In summary, the PreSISE inputs in combination with FTR shows promise for obtaining rapid estimates of aerodynamic stability and control derivatives from onboard real-time processing. With the defined PreSISE maneuvers, estimates of longitudinal derivatives from the FTR technique were in very good agreement with estimates from pEst. For the lateral-directional cases, difficulties in estimating accurate parameters using FTR and pEst suggests that the data information content for the lateral-directional maneuvers was insufficient. Additional work is required to better define the maneuvers for accurate estimation of lateral-directional derivatives.
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Near real-time stability and control derivative extraction is required to support flight demonstration of Intelligent Flight Control System (IFCS) concepts being developed by NASA, academia, and industry. Traditionally, flight maneuvers would be designed and flown to obtain stability and control derivative estimates using a postflight analysis technique. The goal of the IFCS concept is to be able to modify the control laws in real time for an aircraft that has been damaged in flight. In some IFCS implementations, real-time parameter identification (PID) of the stability and control derivatives of the damaged aircraft is necessary for successfully reconfiguring the control system. This report investigates the usefulness of Prescribed Simultaneous Independent Surface Excitations (PreSISE) to provide data for rapidly obtaining estimates of the stability and control derivatives. Flight test data were analyzed using both equation-error and output-error PID techniques. The equation-error PID technique is known as Fourier Transform Regression (FTR) and is a frequency-domain real-time implementation. Selected results were compared with a time-domain output-error technique. The real-time equation-error technique combined with the PreSISE maneuvers provided excellent derivative estimation in the longitudinal axis. However, the PreSISE maneuvers as presently defined were not adequate for accurate estimation of the lateral-directional derivatives.